
 

HG Summer Camp Themes 2019 
Seasonal and Holiday 
There is always something to celebrate, and man do we love to party at Honey Grove! With 
Father’s Day around the corner and the fourth of July sneaking up on us, we will have so many 
themed activities to keep us busy! Did you know that National Chocolate Ice cream day is June 
7th? There are so many things to celebrate and prepare for during our holiday station! You may 
catch us making our own freedom flags or pouring our hearts into a handmade craft for our dads, 
but shhh… don’t tell him! 

Super Science! 
Each day students will have the opportunity to unleash their inner scientist during our super 
science time! Students will conduct experiments, observe different reactions, and create their own 
projects to take home. Each day will be different, messy, and exciting! Making our own slime, 
learning about constellations, and taking part in larger group experiments, could all be a part of 
our day during super science time! 

Outdoor Explore 
Beautiful weather means beautiful opportunities to get outside and explore! Being outdoors is so 
much bigger than the playground and we intend to learn as much as we can about our planet 
earth! There is so much to do when the sun is out that we aren’t sure how we will fit the 
excitement in all our plans! You may spot us butterfly catching, taking nature hikes, or even 
spying on different species of birds and so much more! 

Art and Creations 
Everyone must make room in their heart for a little bit of art! Art can take so many forms and we 
plan on exploring many of them including painting, music, dancing, and so much more. You may 
catch us learning some new dance steps or making our own instruments out of recycled 
materials. We have a whole summer planned to get creative and express ourselves! 

Active Time! 
Nothing is more important than getting your heart beating and your body moving! We have many 
classic games that we can’t wait to play with our energetic friends and even some new games to 
learn. We will be throwing, kicking, running and jumping this summer when we dive into our many 
active rotations! We are so excited to try out our many group games and individual activities 
where our students can burn off some energy and have a great time doing it! Double dutch, 
dodgeball, shooting hoops and so much more is in our future. We will also be working on healthy 
lifestyle learning, sportsmanship, building confidence and having fun all while we sweat it out in 
the summer sun! 

Relaxation and Meditation 

We can get wild and stay cool as a cucumber at the same time! Sometimes everyone needs a 

little peace and quiet and we will be getting just that with our relaxation station! We will be winding 

things down with yoga, new music and therapy drawing, and breathing techniques! Our relaxation 

portion of the camp will focus on providing our students the opportunity to relax and stay rested 

after a busy day playing with friends in the summer sun! 

Student Led Stations 

“I just wanna do, what I wanna do!” Everyone deserves a chance to choose your favorite thing 

and just make it happen! Our Student Led stations part of the day will give the kiddos a chance to 

find an activity that they enjoy and have some time to just play! This portion of the afternoon will 

allow students to connect with their friends more individually and have some time to be free from 

all of the structure that our group activities provide. Be free and do your thing! 

 


